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finally and if you are an fbl newbie, consider what specific flybarless / flight controller system/s are
being used in your area or flying club (local familiarity in other words). using a system that is popular
in your area or club has the advantage of getting experienced setup/tuning help should you need it.
this is the official page for the multi-station fbl training software product, barfly ultimate. this
program helps train fbl flight with multi-station. with this software,you can even fly from a pair of
joysticks simultaneously.with multi-station enabled, fbl flight becomes more realistic and fun.you can
choose a precise flight pattern, and other different training methods that suit your flying style. you
can also set the level of difficulty for the training. great for beginners, this software can also help you
improve your flying skills. we have developed the barfly vbar, vbar neo, and ikon2. we will only offer
fbl barrells that are compatible with the three models. the options to choose from are the vbar neo,
ikon2, and vbar. we also offer the mikado mini, mikado stand-alone, and our skymax. we will ensure
you of the best handling and durability for a fraction of the cost of other fbl units. cochrane: to add
another perspective, here are some books that i’ve found most useful: barfly : a practical guide to
flybarless aviation available from the official barfly website, barfly : the complete video tutorials this
book was published by the folks behind barfly. it contains the video tutorials which are in the same
style as “good morning barfly”.
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8).click the "bluetooth 'name" to enter your settings window. you should now see a new window on
the bluetooth device indicating that the mini kbar is now connected. you can also click "connect all"

to pair everything automatically, or make sure everything is ok by clicking "test connect". 9).now
click the settings button on the mini kbar (to the left of the app selector box). this will open up the

main mini kbar settings. on the general page make sure the "bluetooth mode" is set to the the
bluetooth dongle (which is the same as the "radio adapter mode"). i've had my mini for awhile now,
flybarless setup is very simple, use your gps unit for initial calibration, then program that info into

the setup box for the rest of your flybarless setup. from there you'll be set and can focus on fun! my
mini came with the factory servo cable assembled as well as the microfiber e-pen, the stock size
receiver, and the grinder (used to take the metal grommets out of the receiver). i ended up not

needing the grinder so i did a few different things to save money: so in the end the fbl unit i ended
up with was the mini, the microfiber receiver, the original stock receiver, and the stock cables. i used

the microfiber receiver pads i had at home (see 2 above). i re-used the stock gyro cable and servo
cable for my gyros, and i used some wire i had at home for the receiver leads. i never used the

provided grinder, but i'm sure someone could have saved a few bucks by doing that. the mini kbar
with v5.0 express software is an innovative product setting new standards for model helicopters in

terms of flight performance and programming capacity. features : - easy start setup via pc or control
panel - programming assistant (setup wizard): gets you ready for flight in 11 steps - fine adjustments

can be done at the field in your transmitter (no pc necessary) - ready for online updates as they
become available. 5ec8ef588b
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